ROUND-TABLE DISCUSSION ON POLICIES AND MEASURES
OF ANNEX I PARTIES

Welcome: Chair of the SBSTA Mr. Abdullatif S. Benrageb

Introduction: Mr. Jonathan Pershing, facilitator

PART I: Domestic aspects of Annex I policies and measures

Mr. Artur Runge-Metzger, Climate Change Unit, the European Commission
The European Climate Change Programme

Mr. Toshiyuki Sakamoto, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan
Japan's key policies and measures by sector

Mr. Franz-Josef Schafhausen, Federal Ministry for the Environment
Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Germany
Key policies and measures for cost-effective emission reductions: the German climate protection policy

Mr. Gregory Picker, Australian Greenhouse Office, Australia
The Australian experience in using policies and measures in combination: approaches to energy efficiency and synthetic greenhouse gases as case studies

Mr. Chris Leigh, Head of National Climate Change Policy Division, the U.K.
UK experience of voluntary agreements and emissions trading in the business sector

Exchange of views and lessons learnt

PART II: International aspects of Annex I policies and measures

Mr. David Fuss, Natural Resources Canada
Canada: a domestic climate strategy with international linkages

Mr. Artur Runge-Metzger, Climate Change Unit, the European Commission
The European Union Emission Trading Scheme

Mr. Toshiyuki Sakamoto, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, Japan
Japan's international co-operation for addressing climate change

Ms. Daniela Stoycheva, Ministry of Environment and Water, Bulgaria
Bulgaria climate change strategy and challenges in implementing the flexible mechanisms: design of a green investment scheme

Exchange of views and lessons learnt

PART III: Cross-cutting issues

Information sharing on the ways Annex I Parties have striven to implement policies and measures in such a way as to minimize adverse effects on developing-country Parties

Summary of the lessons learnt: Mr. Jonathan Pershing, facilitator

Closing remarks, Vice-Chair of the SBSTA Mr. Abdullatif S. Benrageb